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The Magical
Rainbow World

here was once an island covered
in a rainbow pineapple tree
forest. It rained pineapples that
would sprout and grow so the forest was
always getting larger and more dense.
The giant waves of the rainbow ocean
that surrounded the island would crash
against the shore and water the trees
so they grew big and strong. The 180
degree days shone bright with rainbow
skies and a blue and purple sun and the
air smelled like raspberry soap. At night
as the dual moons (one diamond and
one banana) looked on, there were dark
and cold storms of rainbow flowers,
diamonds, and money. Bright rose-gold
stars spotted the darkened black and
grey rainbow night sky.

Growing among the pineapple
trees were apple flowers with blossoms,
flowers that ate spaghetti, worms,
popcorn, and peanut butter, trees
that grew basketballs, and hot cheeto
plants that had gold leaves and purple
branches. All the flowers died at night
and were reborn every day, including
gold sunflower seeds that planted
themselves. There were also rainbow
flowers that were constantly changing
colors and would occasionally talk like
humans.
In the rainbow ocean surrounding
the island there were fish with feet the
size of large starfish, nice sharks that
spit lava and ate pies, and buildingsized octopi with eight eyes. Living on

the island were two types of dragons,
one that was part cat and one that was
covered in diamonds. Among them were
people who had 4 arms, 2 legs, 3 eyes, 2
ears, and sharp teeth. They spoke many
languages that we wouldn’t recognize.
To get around there were big robotic
shark vehicles that could easily go from
land to ocean. They held a lot of people
and were invincible but if there were
too many around they became a shark
bus tornado. For solo trips, there were
special teddy bears that let you teleport
anywhere you wanted if you hugged
them.
There were lakes and rivers made
up of cranberry juice where bookfish,
rainbow fish, and paper and rainbow
sharks lived. There were also spots of
mysterious robotic water.
Mrs. Polol was a mermaid who
lived near the island in a home at the
very bottom of the ocean. The walls

were made of water and were opaque to
everyone except her. She wore t-shirts,
had black hair with highlights, a color
changing tail, and a scar across her face
that went through one of her eyes. It had
been replaced with a special diamond
eye that let her see the future. She could
also shape-shift into animals. She was
married to a human who would come to
the ocean to visit her at night since she
was nocturnal. People made fun of her
scar and she wanted to make sure other
people weren’t made fun of. She was
separated from her husband so she also
advocated for the rights of mer-human
couples.
Master Kungfu was Mrs. Polol’s
sidekick. He was a human with super
powers and had earned his black belt.
He also had a large pink scar on his face
and lived underwater in a gold castle. He
could change into a shark and teleport
and he used his powers to help people

who were in trouble.
Leonides Johnson lived in the
dungeon of a castle on the island. He
wore all black and a hat to hide his hair.
Through his ripped mask you could
see that one of his eyes was red and
the other white, the white had a scar
running through it. He had elf ears and
was a human but didn’t look the same
as the other humans on the island. His
sharp teeth were never clean and one
particularly sharp tooth stuck out of
his mouth. His favorite thing to eat
were smoothies made of veggies, fruit,
and meat– he never ate sweets because
they were his weakness. He had to stay
away from the rainbow water because
of it. He had super hearing powers,
was very strong, and could summon
thunderstorms, he used his powers to
play pranks on people. One year on his
birthday his family died in a fire, living
in the dungeon all alone made him mad.

He blamed Mrs. Polol for the fire.
Hakeen and Simone Diamond were
beautiful, rich, royal twins who lived in
an underground diamond mine called
Lakanda. They had silver hair that shone
rainbow in the sun and their skin was
covered in diamonds. They had eagle
wings, heat vision, and could teleport.
People got the impression that they
were evil (even though they weren’t)
and Leonides tried to take them on as
sidekicks because they were so rich.
One day Leonides, Hakeen, and
Simone were out for a walk. Leonides
was looking for someone to play a
prank on while Hakeen and Simone just
enjoyed the sun on their silver hair.
They were getting close to the water and
Leonides was getting nervous but he had
spotted Master Kungfu near the shore
and figured Mrs. Polol must be close. He
decided it was time to confront her so he
took a deep breath and then...

